ESTABLISHED 1990
IN THE BEGINNING
The embryonic stage of any organization involves soliciting people with a common interest to
plan and establish the goals of the group. Such a task can be overwhelming. Pete Branson,
a transplanted resident from Dayton, Ohio, was an active member of the Western Ohio
Woodworkers Club. His exposure to a successful club gave him the needed direction to
forming a new group. During the fall of 1990, he contacted Von Tobel Lumber and Hardware
to obtain names of local woodworkers. The search began and Pete's plan began to fall into
place very quickly when he found there was a small woodworking group already in existence.
TWIG,(Tippecanoe Woodworkers Interest Group), was club formed by long time wood artist
and local musician, Roy Barnhart. Pete convinced Roy and his group to join his adventure.
The new group had an initial organizational meeting at the local library and established
Wabash Valley Woodworkers as the new clubs identifier. A "steering committee" consisting
of Harold Tribby, Jack Bogan, Larry Wiggs, Jim Harper, Bob Leavitt Jr. Don Gilliam, Chuck
Anderson, Bob Fish, and Pete, was formed to govern the club. Club dues were set at an
annual fee of $20 and the first meetings were scheduled. The meetings for the 1991/1992
season were held on the second floor of Morton Center in West Lafayette. Any equipment
or demonstration materials required moving up the open stairways, much to the dislike of
the members. Mike Weber and Norm Henry were the first presenters, highlighting the
making and use of jigs and fixtures.
Membership quickly outgrew the space in Morton and with the help of Jack "Tapper" Bogan,
a new meeting place at the annex building at McAllister Center , in Lafayette, was obtained.
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This became the location of the first ProPresentor. Well know woodworker, author and
lathe manufacturer, Earnie Conover, was invited to present an all day seminar about hand
tool joinery. The cost of the seminar was $5 to the membership and $20 for non members.
This began the club's annual tradition of hiring professional woodworkers for seminars.
The philosophy of the steering committee was to make the meetings informative and fun.
There would be no business meeting or discussion about the finances of the club. These
discussions only lead to time killing debates that take away from the true topics of the
monthly meetings. Each half day meeting was filled with members sharing the knowledge of
their specific talent, and there was plenty to go around.
New steering committee members were solicited annually with the majority of the original
group choosing to remain year to year. This group evolved into a "social group" as the
monthly planning sessions were held at each members home or shop, complete with liquid
refreshments and the chefs choice of entrees. Once a year, the committee would meet at
Jack Bogan's river cabin, where the upcoming years potential programs would be discussed..
A new president and VP would be chosen via a "railroad process". Leaving the group at
anytime during the selection process or missing the meeting, meant you were an automatic
candidate for the positions. New committee members were the most vulnerable !!
Pete had taken on the duties of publishing a monthly newsletter from the beginning of the
club. In 1994, Jim Leverenz , a former educator and shop teacher, joined the steering
committee and assumed the editorship of the newsletter and keeper of club records . At the
end of 2012, he gave up the position to address family illness. His dedication to club
communication was a primary factor for the clubs growing success.
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The club is well blessed with excellent and knowledgeable woodworking talent. One will
find someone in this group who has experience with just about any aspect of the trade.
Cutting and processing logs, identifying species, machinery setup, collecting old tools,
sharpening, cabinet building, finishing, furniture design, veneer work, intarsia, hardware
applications, wood turning, CNC application ----list is endless. We have often touted that
the WVWW is the most talented club in the Midwest . The resources available through the
Forestry Dept and the Wood Products Research Lab at Purdue supports that fact.
In keeping with the club's philosophy of having fun, an auction was introduced. Members
could donate woodworking related items to be auctioned off with the proceeds going to the
door prize fund. Many items of "useless" value are brought in and over a long period of time
the same items would be repeatedly sold to different buyers. Lumber items, tools,
outdated supplies, books, and plans, would hit the auction table for a fun competitive bidding
session.
Magazine exchange allowed all the members a chance to read back issues of popular
woodworking publications and to dispose of unwanted collections . Ripping out a plan or
favorite article from a magazine and putting it back for the next reader can be frustrating to
the unsuspecting.
Everyone likes to win a prize regardless of the value. The club has given away lots of
woodworking supplies and minor tools over the years On occasions , benevolent vendors
from the Indy woodworking show, would contribute to the drawings with very nice prizes.
Router bits, glue guns, saw blades, are a few of the donations and all were appreciated Word
of mouth and personal connections was the primary promotional tool for the clubs exposure.
Fairfield Manufacturing and Purdue University were employers of several of the members.
The Purdue connection was primarily through the Vet School where we had and continue to
have a large presence as well as the Wood Products Research Lab . Church connections
such as members of the Christ United Methodist Church contributed to many persons with
woodworking interest. Although women woodworkers are not as prevalent as men, they
were always welcomed to attend. Eva Haviarova, lab director of the Wood Products Lab at
Purdue, was the first female member. Other lady woodworkers followed, some with
surprising talents.
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Von Tobel days 1996.

L to R Bob Fish, Jim Harper, Mike Weber, Pete Branson.

Von Tobels was the primary sponsor of WVWW and for several years offered the club a day
on their show room to promote the club and its' activities.
Rocklers Woodworking at Castleton Square in Indy, became another supporter of the club.
They offered discounts and a $20 gift card program, when each time the club member
purchase an item, points would be recorded. After a designated number of points were
reached, Rocklers would send the club a $20 gift card which was given as a door prize at the
meetings.

As sponsorship grew stronger, the membership increased with some of it being somewhat
transit. WVWW began to have a presence in the community. Each Christmas holiday
members would make wooden toys to donate to Lafayette Urban Ministry to be dispersed to
needy kids in the area. This continued through the years until the digital age changed kids
attitudes towards wooden toys. The club discovered many of their products went to waste
because if they didn't have batteries in it, they were not well received .
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1999 LUM TOY DONATION
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Bob Scott, a reporter for the Lafayette J &C , wrote human interest stories, called and wanted
to do a story about club members. Mike Weber accepted the invitation and a very nice story
about the club and some of its' members appeared in the local newspaper.
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The Indianapolis Woodworking Show invited the club to participate in the three day event at
the Indiana State Fairgrounds. Offerings of free space in exchange for promoting
woodworking was too tempting to pass up. Club members had the opportunity to show their
wares and discuss their favorite hobby. Many worthwhile connections, including Bob
Chastain, the area director of the International Wood Collectors Society, were made during
the three day show. However, after five years of participation, interest waned and future
invitations were turned down. For those who where there sharing the camaraderie, it was a
great and memorable time.

Blue Ribbon Pavilion, Indy Woodworking Show
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Show and Tell became the opportunity for club members to share their finished products to
their peers. Every club meeting came with new creations and superior workmanship.

Dr. Jack Fessler. He restored many
clocks including the Heavilon Hall
Clock at Purdue.

Phil Conlon made a model of the
Purdue Bell Tower from maple and
walnut. It is on permanent display
at the Dauch Alumni Center at
Purdue
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Promotion of the clubs talents was featured at the Tippecanoe Mall. There was a strong turn out
by members for the three day event but the outside interest in the club was minumal. The Mall
management offered the club free space with the understanding no sales were allows. Offers to
purchase our products were plentiful and with some "back alley" antics, some items did fall into
wanting hands.

Tippecanoe Mall Show
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Jack "Tapper" Bogan was a local businessman and one of the original members of the club.
He was the club's treasurer with one of his employees, Rita Buckles , assigned to help with
the treasurer's duties and monthly mailings. Tapper, an avid sportsman, moved from his
north eastern Lafayette home to his Tippecanoe River cottage where he built a large
woodworking shop complete with restroom facilities and kitchen. He moved into the new
shop in 2001 and the area quickly became a place for steering committee meetings and pro
presenters and general gatherings. His
generous sharing the facility with club
members has been another "glue" in holding
the club together .
The center piece of the equipment in his shop
was a heavy duty ONEWAY lath, which
accommodated his passion for turning bowls.
Much of his turning knowledge came through
learning sessions with Denver Sams, a Purdue
educator ,first dean of technology ,and well
respected wood turner.

Glen Pearson and Tapper

Earnie Conover at Tapper's shop
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Scott Culver, a Purdue IT specialist and club member , designed the club's logo and brought
the club into the digial age in 2006, by establishing a website. The webs pictorial gallery
became a popular tool to show both the members creative works and general club pictures.
This contines to be a source of sharing for recruting new members. Scott remained web
master until 2017 when he turned that position over to Matt Holms.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over the years, road trips to wood related sites has been a source of woodworking learning.
The club has travelled to: Arbor American Walnut Tree Farm ---Shadeland
Swartzendurber Woodworking------Goshen
Cole Lumber-----Logansport
Miller Veneer Mill----Indianapolis
Frank Lloyd Wright House---West Lafayette
Cassens Tree Farm and Wood processing----West Lafayette
Henry Poor Lumber Mill-----Lafayette

Although this is not a complete list of places the club has visited, the diversity shows what the
club has offered its members.
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Bob Leavitt Sr. was a long time shop teacher at Jefferson High School . After retiring from
high school teaching he joined the Wood Products Research Lab at Purdue University as an
instructor and researcher. His passion for teaching all facets of woodworking was
unsurpassed. A visit to his mini farm south of Lafayette would take you down a path to a
small log cabin he built completely from scratch. He processed the logs that formed the
walls and floor, made the wood shingles that covered the roof, built the fireplace that heated
the room, made the windows and door, and all the furniture that adorned the one room log
cabin. The candles and holders that lit the room were all the products of his talents.
Local schools would bring classes to his farm to see the log cabin and listen to Bob explain
how the pioneers of our land worked. Each fall he would continue that teaching by taking
his skills to the Feast of the Hunters Moon showing how to carve bowls with an axe.
Along with his log cabin, he constructed a picnic shelter which was the meeting place for the
club's annual kick off picnic. The carry in food with the grilled brats and hamburgers was
plentiful and no one went away hungry. Show and Tell items, an occasional auction, joke
telling, and rides offered in an antique car by Arley Dailey, added to the camaraderie of the
event . Bob and his wife, Jean, continued to host the fall parties until physical limitations set
in. Rick and Pat Miller offered to continue the club picnic at their South River Road home.
Bob was an endless contributor to clubs efforts and well respected by all who knew him.

Club Picnic at Leavitt's
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2001

Purdue Springfest at Wood Products Reasearch Lab
L to R--- Phil Conlon,(past pres of WVWW) , Bob Leavitt (Educator), Kyle Newman (Grad
Student), Dan Cassens (Professor PWPRL)

The Lafayette Woodcarvers Club was established in Battleground many years prior to the
WVWW. Dr. John Senft, a professor at the Purdue Wood Product Lab, was the leader of
that group of wood carvers who joined the WVWW to share their talents.
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Meeting places changed through the years. Morton Center in West Lafayette, to McAllister
Center Annex in north Lafayette to the main building at McAllister, where the club held
meetings until 2010. The meeting room was being overcrowded with increased membership
prompting the steering committee to look for alternative and larger space. Dan Bollock, a
committee member, was able to negotiate with Lafayette Christian School for the use of their
gym once a month. The rent was minimal and the space ideal for the club's activities. With
the space issues addressed , it was time for personnel change.
(letter sent to the Steering Committee by president Phil Conlon)
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Two years passed before new members began to come forward to fill the steering committee
positions. Dan Bollock with the help of Bill Reese, led the club until Dave Lawson came
forward to assist. Together they established a new and younger committee with new ideas
and direction. To those who had brought the club to that current level, it was a welcome
feeling to have positive leadership step forward.
.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Rick Miller enjoyed getting people involved in club projects and this one was no exception.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rick didn't stop with the Frobel project. The Great Wheel brought back memories to
several people. When the Feast of the Hunters Moon was first established John Aeb and
Phil Burket,i, both expert wood turners, wanted to show how turnings were done in the
"olden days". In 1971,they built a wood lathe from heavy timbers and a large wheel that
was rope belted to the lathe. Cranking the 6 ft. diameter wheel provided the turning power
for the lathe. The kids would turn the wheel in exchange for a small selected turning. The
Great Wheel became very popular with the school age kids. After 34 years of participation,
John was ready to pass the wheel on to someone who would preserve the tradition. In
2008, Dan Bollock and Scott Culver purchased the lathe. Between Feast seasons, the lathe
and wheel were stored in a barn north of Brookston. Unfortunately the barn caught fire)
and all the contents were destroyed. Rick and Dave Lawson had conversations with John
Aebi about reconstructing a new wheel and lathe and made the adventure a club project.
Dave's engineering background, John's guidance, and Rick's coordination resulted in the
resurrection of the wheel. 2016 was the inaugural unveiling with 2017 being the refinement
year. Another successful club project ,thanks to Rick and Dave.
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2017 Feast of the Hunters Moon
L to R Rick Miller, Leon Thacker, Joe Newlin, Jim Wilson, John Aebi , Dave Lawson, (back?)
Mike Wilson
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The Wabash Valley Woodworkers Club has served over 500 members since Pete Branson
founded the organization. The diversity of talents and the willingness to share has resulted
in new friendships, expanded knowledge, and a one Saturday a month being with a group of
"sawdust heads". The woodworking world is changing rapidly with the CNC technology,
the many innovative uses of wood, the influx of diseases in trees, the political impact of
exotic wood exports, and the development of new woodworking tools, each has a story to
tell and the club is always ready to listen.
.

2016 Club members showing off the donated measurering tapes

NOTE: Additional history of meetings, club functions, and presenters, can be found at the clubs website
WVWW.NET.

PHIL CONLON

2018
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